Personal Tour Guide in Madagascar
________________________________________________________

FAMILY and FRIENDLY TRIP

This tour emphasises on the different aspect of life here in Madagascar.
Depending on the length of your stay but we try to visit and explore the highlights of the country.
This draft of itinerary allows you to see different parks and reserves, to enjoy a variety of
landscape and to have interaction with the local people.
This is perfect for family with kids or friends travelling together.
Day 1:PARIS/JOHANESSBURG TANA:
After custom formalities,meeting outside the customzone where I am waiting for you with your
names.
Transfer to your hotel.
Day 2:TANA/PERINET
After breakfast 3 hours drive eastwards to the PERINET rainforest.
The must to see animal in this park is the INDRI ,the largest of all the living lemurs.
A nocturnal walk after sunset will give you chance to spot the smallest of all primates (mouse lemur)
along with tree frogs,pygmy chameleon,leaf tailed gecko ….
Overnight at FEON’NY ALA hotel.
Day 3:PERINET
Day to explore this most visited rainforest of PERINET.
Overnight at FEON’NY ALA hotel.
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Day 4:PERIENT/MANAMBATO/ANKANIN’NY NOFY.
Leave PERINET and drive towards MANAMBATO by the PANGALANE CHANEL where you will
take an hour boat transfer to this idyllic area of ANKANIN’NY NOFY(Nest of dream).
Overnight at PALMARIUM hotel.
Day 5:ANKANIN’NY NOFY
Day to enjoy the company of the eight species of lemurs which are in this area.
Some walk in the nearby littoral rainforest will provide you a very true nature sensation.
Afternoon a visit of the village of ANDRANOKODITRA and the indian ocean beach will be done.
Overnight at PALMARIUM hotel.
Day 6:ANKANIN’NY NOFY-TAMATAVE-TANA
A boat transfer to TAMATAVE through the PANGALANE CHANEL.
During the journey you will see the everyday activities of the typical villages along this chanel.
You disembark in TAMATAVE where you go straight to the airport to get the flight to TANA.
Overnight at SAKAMANGA.

Day 7:TANA-MAJUNGA-AMPIJOROA
Fly to MAJUNGA in the western coast.Then follow 2 hours drive to AMPIJOROA forest station.
Overnight at AMPIJOROA LODGE.
Day 8:AMPIJOROA
Day to explore the dry forest of AMPIJOROA with its 5 different species of lemurs.
-2 are diurnal and 3 nocturnal lemurs.
Afternoon to visit the RAVELOBE LAKE .
Overnight at AMPIJOROA LODGE.
Day 9:AMPIJOROA-ANTSAHANITIA
Drive back to Majunga then spend time to relax at the ANTSHANITIA resort where the land meet the
ocean.
Overnight at ANTSAHANITIA Resort.
Day 10:ANTSAHANITIA
Day relax at this very peacefull resort.
Overnight at ANTSHANITIA Resort.
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Day 11:ANTSAHANITIA-TANA
Fly to TANA.
If time allows,afternoon visit of the crafts market of la digue.
Day use at the hotel near the airport then fly home.
TANA-PERINET
PERINET-MANAMBATO-ANKANIN’NY NOFY
ANKANIN’NY NOFY-TAMATAVE
TAMATAVE -TANA
TANA-MAJUNGA
MAJUNGA-AMPIJOROA
AMPIJOROA-ANTSAHANITIA
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3 hours drive on a good road
3 hours drive + 1 hour boat transfer
1 hour boat transfer
1 hour flight
1 hour flight
2 hours drive on a good road
45 mn drive on a dirt road

